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ÒEarth, continuing to be a better place to live from
International endeavors in space.Ó
Ronald A. Caswell
Space Congress Session 3B, April 29, 1999:
ÒScientific Enlightenment and knowledge gained from space and a look at
recent discoveries and where they are taking us.Ó
Introduction
For the last millennium civilizations have built temples and structures that looked to the
sky and lined up with the stars at special times of the year.  Before light pollution, mankind saw
the night sky clearly and pondered daily his place in the heavens.  True access to space has
taken place in the last one hundred years and started with RussiaÕs Konstantin Edvardovich
TsiolkovskyÕs first writings about staged rockets to escape EarthÕs gravity and with Robert
GoddardÕs humble beginnings.  The first rocket to escape EarthÕs atmosphere was launched by
Wernher von BraunÕ team October 3rd 1942 from Peenemunde Germany.  Mankind has made
tremendous advances with these space endeavors.  These advances are gained from
knowledge of ourselves, our universe, and the natural laws of physics, which allows for our
great technical achievements.  The laws of physics will always remain the same.  ItÕs mankindÕs
dreams to understand these laws and use of them that will bring the changes in the next
millennium.
Much of mankindÕs knowledge has been gained from developing machines to get to
space!  We in the industry have done a poor job of telling the public the benefits derived from
space.  The great technical revolution of the last 50 years is tied to the advances made in
space.  Factories, power plants, modern materials, efficient pumps, jet aircraft, sensors,
computers, control systems, the information highways, higher efficient automobiles are just
some of the areas benefiting from our space endeavors. Then there is knowledge gained from
our presence in space.  Modern medicine has advanced decades further because of weightless
research conducted in space.  Knowledge gained from monitoring Earth from space allows for
better environmental laws and resource management.  We still have a lot to learn.  Spacecraft
observatories are gathering information about our universe and expanding our knowledge of the
universe every minute of every day now.
The next millennium will bring much more to human enlightenment.  As the residence of
Europe in 1492 did not know what Christopher Columbus would find, I can not predict what we
will find in space.  I just know that we must continue space exploration!  Humanity will realize
great benefits from this exploration!!
----------------
Dr. Wernher von Braun was once asked: ÒWhat is the most important thing a man needs when
he wants to build a spaceship to travel to the moon?Ó  He answered: ÒThe will to do It.Ó 1969
----------------
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Much has been learned from mankindÕs endeavors in space during the past 100 years.
This paper can not possibly describe all the knowledge gained from space.  It is hoped that it
will inspire one to take time to dream and appreciate what is being done through space.  Then it
is hoped that you will dream where mankind should go with this knowledge.  We live in exciting
times!
To understand the benefits derived from mankindÕs endeavors in space, it is helpful to
understand the history of space flight.  Practical use of todayÕs rocketry in the United States,
Russia, and Europe can be traced back to Wernher von BraunÕs team of the 1930s and 40s.
JapanÕs and ChinaÕs space programs have roots in the American and Russian space programs.
Von BraunÕs team was the first to develop the practical rocket. This team had to solve most of
the basic laws of space flight.  Many technologies were born in the studies to control these basic
laws and these studies continue today.  After World War II members of this team were
dispersed to Russia, France, and the United States, thus the worldÕs space programs common
beginnings.  It is interesting how the Cold War brought separate but parallel advancements in
space.  It is now exciting how the world is beginning to work together for the common well being
of all the people on the good spaceship earth.  Some of the greatest knowledge gained from
space exploration is the ability for nations to work together here on Earth today.
Examples of knowledge gained from space from International partnerships:
Historians will look back at NASAÕs Phase One involvement with the Russian Mir Space
Station as one of the most powerful peacetime events of the 20th Century.  Most of Phase One
knowledge was gained not in the field of science but in International cooperation.  Phase One
was not easy.  Two countries that were former enemies started the process of overcoming
cultural barriers.  An example is that earlier in the Phase One program the Russian Company
ÒEnergiaÓ was telling NASA what they would get for their money.  Energia did not know the
capitalist concept of providing customer satisfaction.  Yuri Semenov, EnergiaÕs president, was
used to being in charge of a Communist factory and the customer received what ever the
factory provided.  Government offices were also established for Phase One business
transactions.  Private industry can now follow the trails blazed in Phase One.  When companies
have business established in foreign countries, we will be less likely to go to war with that
country. If we only accomplished cooperation between Russia and the United Stated during
Phase One it could be considered a tremendous success. May we NEVER go to war again!
Great technical and psychological lessons were also learned in Phase One,.  These
lessons will allow the International Space Station to be better utilized.  As the Russians did not
understand the concepts of Customer Satisfaction, NASA did not understand the concepts of
long duration Space Flight.  We are experienced in short duration Space Shuttle missions where
every minute of the astronautÕs day is planned.  Shuttle flights are like running a sprint race,
where long duration space flight is like running a marathon.  This concept seems simpler than it
sounds.  Scientists spend years developing their experiments and it seems simple to them to
operate the experiment continuously to gather data.  The problem being there is more than one
experiment, and then there are a lot of house keeping duties, and the stress of being isolated;
people in space can burn out easily.  These lessons do not just apply to space flight; they apply
to factories and other work places.  The objective is to make the workplace productive and
healthy for humanity.
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Another example of great international cooperation is with the Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer (AMS) spacecraft.  This spacecraft first flew on Space Shuttle mission STS-91.  It
will be installed on the International Space Station for long term studies.  AMS is a collaboration
of scientists from 12 countries made up of 29 universities and 9 government institutions.
Leading minds from around the world, led by Nobel Prize winner Dr. Samuel Ting, got together
for two years to develop this spacecraft.  It was a mini United Nations getting together to
collaborate for the good of all!  The scope of this is greater than anything before.  (Side Note:
Dr. Ting is not only a great scientist, he is a great family man, and a friend to many.)
Examples of knowledge gained from science in space.
AMS is the first sensitive magnetic spectrometer in space.  The goal of the AMS
experiment is to provide the first detailed observations of charged particles outside the earth's
atmosphere.  These measurements can not be made accurately from earth because charged
particles from space interact with the earthÕs atmosphere.  Knowledge gained from studying
charged particles led to many important discoveries and form the basis for our understanding of
the composition and creation of our universe.
The physics goal of the STS-91 AMS mission was to concentrate on the measurement
of extraterrestrial anti-protons. It is postulated that the missing, or dark, matter will compose
90% of our universe.  The second mission on the International Space Station will improve on
these measurements.  It will also search for complex antimatter nuclei (anti-Helium, anti-
Carbon, etc). Observation would indicate large regions of our cosmos are made of antimatter.
During the big bang there were equal amounts of matter and antimatter.  Now we can't see any
significant amounts of antimatter. Scientist on earth have no indications that such regions
should exist and the general feeling is they "ought" not to exist.  However, no theory of the origin
of the universe during the big bang can satisfactorily explain their nonexistence. The AMS
experiment will help to answer where all this material might have gone.
The high 51.6 degree inclination and altitude are vital for the AMS physics goals.  NASA
had planned to place Space Station in a lower inclination orbit but to accommodate launches
from Russia, the higher inclination orbit was agreed to.  The higher orbit provides time near the
geomagnetic poles.  Away from these poles the earth's magnetic field bends away low energy
charged particles before they can reach the experiment.  Space Station is a great place for the
AMS experiment.
Combustion experiments in space aboard the Space Shuttle and Mir are expected to
have technology break throughs in Power Plants, Jet aircraft, and Internal combustion engines
in the near future.  With the absence of gravity and convective currents of air, flame in the
weightlessness of space can be studied in its basic form.  Understanding the basic form of fire
will allow for a more controlled and efficient use of the fuels we use.  Better use of combustion
will lead to less air pollution too.
Life science research in space has provided huge dividends in the field of medicine
today.  Virtually every system in the body from bones and muscles to the immune system is tied
to and affected by the force of gravity.  As with combustion, when human and animal research
subjects travel to the low gravity environment of Earth orbit, each system is affected and can be
studied under conditions that are unique not only in the history of biomedical research but also
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in the history of life on Earth!  From this simpler understanding of life without the influences of
gravity, we understand processes better and therefore can design better medical techniques.
Protein Crystal growth experiments in space give scientist a much clearer idea of
diseases.  These crystals are not like crystals worn on necklaces but are more like jelly beans.
Some protein crystals burst during reentry but enough survive to make significant medical
contributions.  For example cancer cells grown in space are identical to cancer cells that grow
inside humans.  Cancer cells grown in laboratory conditions on earth are not the same.  Cells
grown in space can be analyzed, tested against different medicines, and give much more
accurate results.  Using accurate samples in the study of disease saves decades of research.
NASA is also interested in physiology and biotechnology for long term space flight. Plant
growth for long term space flight has direct application to agriculture on earth.  Physiology
research has direct applications on Earth too.  Orbital research has led to at least 18 various
programs of cooperation between NASA and the National Institute of Health.  Much of this
research is conducted with out the general publicÕs knowledge.  But we do not present this
information in ways that makes it better news than murder and national scandals.  But we ALL
benefit from this research!  We in the industry must make benefits from space available in terms
and ways that the general public can understand so they can enjoy these exciting times!  That is
- if we want continued support and funding!!
The great observatories are bringing human enlightenment faster than we can analyze
the data.  The Hubble Space Telescope has realized the most publicity of these observatories.
It is exciting every time one of its images is shown on the news and young minds can be
inspired to ponder the images meanings.  Their meanings may be outside the scope of my
understanding and that does not matter.  What matters is there are young minds out there that
will do great things with this knowledge!  I hope that historians will look at our legacy of the past
century and say we inspired the minds of our youth!  This is more important than most anything
else we can do.
Besides rapidly advancing our understanding of the universe, The Hubble Space
Telescope is making direct contributions to the health, safety, and quality of our lives through a
variety of technological spinoffs.  New, nonÐsurgical breast biopsy technique using a device
originally developed for HubbleÕs Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) is now saving women pain,
scarring, radiation exposure, time, and money.  This technique, called stereotactic automated
large-core needle biopsy, enables a doctor to precisely locate a suspicious lump and use a
needle instead of a scalpel to remove tissue for study.  This precise process is possible
because of a key improvement in digital imaging technology known as Charge Coupled Device
or CCD.  Wow!   And these are just HubbleÕs side effects!
The Hubble Space Telescope was designed to operate for 15 years but like many
spacecraft, it will be operated longer than that.  Repair missions will keep the telescope
operating efficiently and improve its scientific capabilities.  Hubble will continue to rewrite
astronomy text books for many years to come.
Electronic materials are an integral part of our daily lives and are the heart of modern
conveniences.  Silicon microelectronics devices are found in a wide variety of products from
calculators to computers, to televisions, to the ignition systems in our cars.  As good as these
devices seem to be, they can and are being built better from research conducted in space. To
enhance this technology the Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace (AADSF)
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was developed by NASA and flown on the Space Shuttle.  AADSF was built to advance
scientific knowledge of Microgravity research, materials science, and related technologies.  The
initial research was for producing crystals for electronic applications but its flexible design will
allow the furnace to be easily modified for other uses.
Communication, weather, earth resourcing, and military satellites are a way of life that
are here to stay.  There will be constant work here on earth to maintain and replace these
spacecraft.  Communications satellites is one of the biggest factors in bringing the world
together.  Instantaneous world wide news keeps unsavory acts from growing into global
problems.  Military satellites detect unacceptable acts and the world press spreads the word,
which then gives organizations like the United Nations the support to react.  We all know the
benefits from weather satellites, especially those of us that live in hurricane zones.
Global Positioning Satellites do more than give the users location.  Industry that needs
accurate timing can buy an inexpensive GPS receiver and get the most stable timing source in
the world, no mater where the factory is located!  One of the coolest uses of GPS will be used
with the ÒStarshineÓ satellite to be launched this spring from the Space Shuttle.  This small
spherical satellite is made up of eleven hundred one inch aluminum mirrors that were polished
from students from Òall around the worldÓ.  These students will then go outside at night and chart
where they see Starshine in the sky.  The best method to record the times of these sightings is
with the use of an inexpensive GPS receiver.  The GPS receiver will also give accurate
Longitude and Latitude readings of the observer.  All these sightings will be fed into a computer
to compute Starshine orbit and a prize will be given to who ever can photograph the
spacecraftÕs eventual fiery reentry into the atmosphere.  What a great thing to teach young
minds!
Technological and medical knowledge is not all that Space is about.  The John Glenn
Space Shuttle mission made the people of the world feel good about themselves.  I can look
back and see the John Glenn mission was brilliant.  It gave elderly people hope, it gave our
youth a roll model, and John gives me inspiration.  What a positive figure!  Last December I had
a vacation in Europe.  Few people there knew about the International Space Station but almost
everybody knew John Glenn flew on the Space Shuttle.  People would light up when they
learned I had seen him several times.  Our space endeavors are to bring humanity forward and
Òtrue inspirationÓ is something to be very proud of!  God speed John Glenn!!!
The Future:
Dan Golden has challenged the ÒAdministration to make significant changes in the way
we do business - to be more efficient and deliver more benefits to the American people for less.
The post Cold War era witnesses sharply increased global economic competition. The winners
in this competition will be those who have most effectively used the resources accessible to
them. To effectively use the technological, human, financial and other assets of NASA and the
U.S. industrial base and to capitalize on the opportunities offered by an ever expanding
technology base, we must carefully consider the marketplace and form partnerships with the
private sector. The quality of life for all Americans stands to improve if we, the people of the
largest U.S. civilian research and development agency, make smart decisions about
technological investments and work effectively with private sector partners.Ó  I repeat that we
live in exciting times!
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The ability to sustain un-resupplied space missions should be mankindÕs next goal in
space.  A 100 day un-resupplied mission would support a significant trip to the moon.  A 1000
day un-resupplied mission would support a trip to Mars, 3000 days would take us beyond
Jupiter.  Eventually un-resupplied missions will take mankind to other planets.  We must learn to
grow food and to recycle all the elements to support life for long duration flights.  The spin-offs
will help us to live here on Earth longer too.
Nuclear propulsion is necessary for long term space travel.  The spacecraft traveling to a
distant planet will be set to accelerate at 1G.  (The normal feeling of EarthÕs gravity)  The
spacecraft will accelerate at 1G one half the way to its destination and then turn around and
decelerate at 1 G the remaining half way, in order to not speed by the destination. The occupant
inside the spacecraft would not experience the effects of long-term weightlessness because
they would always be in a 1 G environment.  After about 6 years of 1 G acceleration the
spacecraft will be approaching the speed of light.  Einstein proved in his theory of relativity that
the closer one approaches the speed of light, that time slows down.  Theoretically if one could
travel at the speed of light - time would hold still.  Thus 6 years in a spacecraft accelerating at 1
G will feel like 6 years to the spacecraftÕs occupants, but will be the equivalent of 500 earth
years!  If the SpacecraftÕs occupants stayed at their destination one year and returned to earth,
their trip would seem like 25 years. (6 years accelerating and 6 years decelerating on each leg
of the trip and a 1 year stay.)  But back on earth time will have advanced 2001 years so the
spacecraftÕs occupants would be men from the past returning to earth!  Sign me up, IÕm ready to
go!
This paper has only briefly touched on the benefits derived from space.  I will be writing
on this subject all my life with the dream of pushing these lessons to greater benefit.
The Earth has plenty of resources for all here to live in comfort, but we must learn to
manage these resources and to live together.  Endeavors in space is the greatest way of
accomplishing the dream of world wide harmony.  We have a way to go but we have begun!
Ron C.
